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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
“DELIVERING HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY - TODAY AND INTO THE FUTURE”
DALLAS, TX – April 15, 2016 -The Shams Group (TSG) will attend MUSE Conference in Orlando, Florida May 31June 3, 2016. The TSG booth, #922 is located directly behind the MUSE International booth. The Shams Group
demo line up for MUSE 2016 includes; Patient Kiosk, Ezpay, HIS View, Provider Portal, Galactica/Enterprise doc,
Integration Services, Goliath, Meditech DR, Patient Portal and Downtime Solutions.
The Shams Group is registered Friday, June 3 at 9:30 A.M. for an educational presentation, (course #1133 - The
Future of Patient Engagement) discussing industry trends and the importance of and how to engage patients.
The Shams Group will also present in the product showcase twice on Wednesday, June 1 ----- course #521, The
Future of Payment Automation at 11:00 A.M. and course #520, Happy Patients & Triage Nurses: A Success Story of
Kiosk & E-triage in the ED at 2:30 P.M. Attendees can look for updates regarding MUSE on our twitter page,
#DataExpertsTSG or #HealthcareExpertsTSG (see more)
The Shams Group theme for MUSE is “Healthcare Technology, Today and Into the Future.” Product
demonstrations will be relevant to what technology is available now and what is coming in the future for the
healthcare industry.
Upon learning more about TSG products, attendees will have a chance to win a BB-8 robot from the famous Star
Wars movie series, http://bit.ly/1oznGv2. Another item that The Shams Group will be offering as a prize at MUSE
is the dancing stand, a metal stand with several shelves that move in mesmerizing circles.
Omeed Shams, Business Director at The Shams Group, said, “This year I look forward to presenting, Patient
Kiosk, ezPay: payment automation for Meditech. With the help of Vantiv & ElementPS, we are re-defining
payment collection across the enterprise for Meditech hospitals.” When asked about the benefits of ezPay
Omeed stated, “ezPay saves our clients tens of thousands (of dollars) a month in processing fees, offers the
latest in EMV and security, and fully integrates all payment capture directly back into Meditech (or other billing
modules) - saving registration and other billing staff countless hours of manual data entry.”
The purpose of the International MUSE Conference is to provide networking, education and professional growth
with topics related to Meditech users. When asked about how the MUSE conference benefits attendees, MUSE CEO,
Alan Sherbinin said, “At a single venue, executives can review and consider products and services that will
complement their MEDITECH platforms.”
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